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It is a discharge between the surface of a

transition to a non-uniform distribution

low conductive solution and a metal or

with a current density occurs by three order

carbon central electrode isolated from the

of magnitude greater.

water via a fused silica tube.

In the present report we also point

In this work we report studies of a

out differences between the discharge

discharge between the surface of a low

modes of opposite polarity and with a help

conductive

of an additional experiment indicate a

solution

and

the

carbon

electrode. The aim of our researches was

nature
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to investigate a space-temporal dynamics

peculiarity.

the

current

distribution

of the dust component of the Gatchina’s
discharge plasma and its influence on the
formation of an afterglow.
For

this

purpose,

electric

parameters of the discharge, signals from
electric probes placed under the water
surface and a radiation intensity in the
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